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introduction

A Performance Packet is a document consisting of the elements needed to dramatically 
interpret Jen Barton’s  IF CHOCOLATE WERE PURPLE in a variety of ways - as a puppet 
show performance, a Reader’s Theater performance, or as play, complete with characters 
suggested props. The cost to produce, promote, and present the performance is little 
to nothing. Along with having a copy of IF CHOCOLATE WERE PURPLE in hand, all 
that is needed to start to present a dramatic rendition of the story can be found in this 
Performance Packet.

Elements included in this Performance Packet are:
•	 A List of Characters 
•	 Promotion Poster (Print. Post. Promote!)
•	 A List of Cast and Crew (List all participants on this form)
•	 Performance Tickets (Print and distribute on date of performance)
•	 A Sampling of Types of Puppets to Create (A variety of choices to create)
•	 A Script (Lights! Camera! ACTION!!!!)

No props, puppets, or scenery are necessary to present a Reader’s Theater production. 
Students will merely need to imagine how each character would present itself when 
identified. A suggestion for a fun read-along might be, rather than desiginating one child to 
play a role, to encourage a group of children to demonstrate how each character might act.

The primary objective is to enjoy the reading and dramatic interpretation process. You’ll 
find everything you need to do so in this IF CHOCOLATE WERE PURPLE Performance 
Packet!

If chocolate were purple through the years that you grow
and everything changed from all that we know

I’d still hold you close and watch over you
for you are my heart, and I’ll always love you. 
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A list of Characters & props

Mother
Child

Swimming bumble bee
Dancing and singing lizard

Flying dolphins
Winking seashells
Curly-haired fish

Whispering moon
Humming stars

Dark, scary monsters
Two lollipop soldiers

Props
A purple chocolate bar

Rainbow sandwich
Spring feet

Round, glowing bananas
Rocketship stew

Storybook
Teddy bear

Consider the lists below when planning for the dramatic rendition of                                       
IF CHOCOLATE WERE PURPLE. Whether pantomimed, puppeted, or dramatized 
as full-scaled stage performance, use these lists as a reference in casting or creating 

the necessary characters and additional props to make your performance 
a huge success!

characters
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promotion poster
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Narrator
Mother
Child
Bumble bee
Lizard
Dolphins
Seashells
Fish
Moon
Stars
Monsters
Soldiers
Crew Members: 
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performance tickets
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a plethora of puppet-making options

Photo credit: GoodToKnow.Co.UK

Photo credit: FreeKidsCrafts.com

PLASTIC SPOON PUPPETS:
 - Materials: plastic spoons, scissors, markers,     
   tempera paint, yarn 

 - Procedure:
      * Review the list of characters & props. 
      * Observe the illustrations featured in IF
        CHOCOLATE WERE PURPLE.
      * Use supplies and your creative imagination 
        to create performance characters & props from  
        plastic spoon puppets.

Photo credit: PreschoolActivities.US

PAPER BAG PUPPETS:
 - Materials: paper lunch sacks, scissors, markers,   
   tempera paint, yarn, googly eyes 

 - Procedure:
      * Review the list of characters & props. 
      * Observe the illustrations featured in IF
        CHOCOLATE WERE PURPLE.
      * Use supplies and your creative imagination 
        to create performance characters & props from  
        paper bag puppets.

PAPER PLATE PUPPETS:
 - Materials: paper plates. large Popsicle sticks,
   scissors, markers, tempera paint, construction 
   paper

 - Procedure:
      * Review the list of characters & props. 
      * Observe the illustrations featured in IF
        CHOCOLATE WERE PURPLE.
      * Use supplies and your creative imagination 
        to create performance characters & props from  
        paper plate puppets.

http://www.goodtoknow.co.uk/craft/541325/how-to-make-a-paper-plate-sun
http://www.freekidscrafts.com/plastic-spoon-puppets/
http://www.freekidscrafts.com/plastic-spoon-puppets/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/6333255697235511/
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script

IF CHOCOLATE  WERE  PURPLE
Written by Jen Barton

MOTHER:    (Smiling, holding purple chocolate for audience  
    to  see) 

NARRATOR:  If chocolate were purple and bumble bees swam,

BUMBLE BEES:   (Pantomime swimming)

NARRATOR:  For lunch we’d have rainbows, not PB and jam.

MOTHER & CHILD: (Pantomime eating Rainbow Sandwiches)

NARRATOR:  We’d bounce to the beach on legs made of   
    springs,

MOTHER & CHILD: (Smiling, actively bouncing)

NARRATOR:  And visit a lizard who dances and sings.

LIZARD:   (Dance and sing)
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NARRATOR:  If dolphins could fly

DOLPHINS:  (Flap wings, pantomime soaring in the air) 

NARRATOR:  And seashells could wink

SEASHELLS:  (Wink repeatedly)

NARRATOR:  Our time at the shore might look silly, I think.

MOTHER & CHILD: (Smile and nod to each other)

NARRATOR:  Some fish would have hair - golden and curly,

FISH:   (Shake curls)

NARRATOR:  And some might shout,

FISH:   (Shouting loudly) Hey! Meet my friend Shirley!

NARRATOR:  If bananas were round and glowed in the dark

MOTHER & CHILD: (Gather a bunch of banana props)
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NARRATOR:  We’d eat them at night, walking home through  
    the park.

MOTHER & CHILD: (Pantomime eating bananas while smiling at  
    each other)

NARRATOR:  And after our dinner of rocketship stew

MOTHER & CHILD: (Pantomime eating stew while smiling at   
    each other)

NARRATOR:  I’d wrap you in jammies from Kalamazoo.

MOTHER & CHILD: (Pantomime changing clothes)

NARRATOR:  If the story we read about Whiskery Willows

MOTHER & CHILD: (Pantomime reading book)

NARRATOR:  Made you flop down and wiggle your pillows,
    I’d tickle your toes and tuck you in bed
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MOTHER & CHILD: (Pantomime a tickly game)

NARRATOR:  So teddy bear dreams could soon fill your head.

CHILD:   (Snuggle with teddy bear, pantomime falling  
    asleep)

NARRATOR:  If the sky whispered softly as the stars hummed  
    a tune,

MOON:   (Whisper) Good night

STARS:   (Hum) Sleep tight!

CHILD:   (Pantomime sleeping)

NARRATOR:  They’d sing you to sleep by the light of the moon.
    And if you were scared by thoughts in you head

MONSTERS:  (Loom over Child while making quiet, scary   
    sounds)
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CHILD:   (Wake wide-eyed and frightened)

NARRATOR: Two lollipop soldiers would stand by your bed.

SOLDIERS: (Stand bravely at attention on either side of Child)

NARRATOR:  If chocolate were purple through the years that you grow 
   and everything changed from all that we know,

   I’d still hold you close and watch over you

CHILD:  (Pantomime sleeping)

MOTHER:  (Smile and tuck Child in bed) 

NARRATOR: For you are my heart, and I’ll always love you.

MOTHER:  (Kiss sleeping Child on top of head)

the end
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Academic Standards

Common Core State Standards - English Language Arts Standards » Speaking & Listening


